ANY PAYROLL, ANYTIME
“I can sum up why we love Accounting CS Payroll
in three words: No month-end transmittals.”
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Murphy+Blesch CPAs, LLP has been processing payrolls for over 30 years.
They’ve seen it all, but Karen Blesch says that she has been pleasantly surprised
by the change and innovation that have redefined the payroll business in just
the past few years. She says the real game changer has been cloud-based
software that has given both firms and clients many more options in how they
handle their payroll.
“We have some clients who like to handle their own payroll, and Accounting CS
Client Access is a great way to help them do that,” she said. “They have more
control, they can print their own checks right from the system, and that makes
them happy. We can work behind the scenes to do their tax work and serve as
sort of a safety net. They’re happier, we’re happier, and both of our systems run so
much more smoothly.”
Other clients choose to have the firm handle the entire payroll process using
Accounting CS Payroll. Blesch says it’s a great option for clients who don’t want
any part of the payroll process. For those clients, seamless integration ensures
that all the information they need is in place at the end of the month.
“I can sum up why we love Accounting CS Payroll in three words: No month-end
transmittals,” Blesch said. “We have a real-time connection with our payroll
clients, so we get all their payroll data in real time and it’s all there at the end of
the month. It’s so much easier.”
While in-house processing has worked well for Murphy+Blesch, they’ve begun
looking at the myPay Solutions payroll service as a way to process larger payroll
clients, should the need arise in the future.
“I think the biggest thing that we get from all these new options is confidence,”
Blesch said. “We can offer payroll to any client that comes in the door. Whatever
their size, whatever their goals, we know that we can meet their needs and make
money doing it.”
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FIRM FACTS
Based in Huntingurg, Indiana,
Murphy+Blesch operates with a
staff of four. The firm serves both
businesses and individual clients.
Services include tax management,
payroll, accounting, financial
planning, and more.
At murphyblesch.com, the firm
offers a wide range of online
services including tax tips and
forms, financial guides and
calculators, and more.
Murphy+Blesch uses
Accounting CS, Accounting CS
Client Access, Accounting CS
Payroll, and UltraTax CS in a
SaaS environment.
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